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Now you can experience a new (totally hilarious) Walmart shopper each and every day, with this

full-color boxed calendar! Featuring the most outrageous content and photos, this calendar is sure

to appeal to fans of the site (62 million unique monthly visitors, over one million Facebook fans, and

38,000 Twitter followers) and pick up some new fans along the way.
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Some funny stuff here. Gave it as a Christmas gift. Yes, it was a jab at people who shop Walmart

(and yes, I am one of them) but I would have laughed at the photos no matter what store they would

have come out of. The cynical side of me wondered if, and how many were engineered.

We get this calendar every year. It is unbelievable what some people will wear and think it looks

good. Hilarious outfits and sometimes lack of enough. Always done tastefully but it gives myself and

my husband laughs first thing in the morning. What better way to start the day.

this is the best daily calendar i've ever bought. all these are not only funny pictures in color, but they

have a funny caption with them. these are a hit at my job. will definitely purchase again next year.

this is the best way to raise your spirits daily and remind yourself you are probably in the normal

group still.....unless you are looking for your own picture in there, and in that case, i have no words

for you!



If your are expecting funny pictures.... don't, its mostly just pictures of unsuspecting women who

needed something on their way to the beach or lake. Thought it could be fun for my desk at work,

turns out 5-6 days out of the week it will be something that will make you feel like a pervert for

owning, not sure why I haven't just tossed it in the trash. There are plenty of things that happen at

Walmart that are funny and not perverted. I mean how would you feel if people made calendars of

your teenage daughters A**.

My mother gave me this as a gag last year because I am known for doing almost anything to avoid

setting foot in Wally World. The images in this calendar are why I am willing to pay more, drive an

extra five miles away or wait a few days on internet shipping to avoid crossing that threshold. The

calendar has held up well after almost a whole year. It's made us laugh, cringe and gag throughout

the past year as well. Some of the photos are repetitive, but that's fine...this is not high art after all.

If only the color commentaries did the pictures justice. The pictures could be MUCH more funny if

the right wording went with them. Oh well, still a funny daily detailing the horrors that are Walmart

patrons!

OMG, This is hilarious... priceless pictures for a bargain at . I sent one of these abroad to my cousin

and they laugh so much over the phone saying they want to come for a vacation to Florida. So they

did and the first thing they wanted to go to was Walmart. We took them to supercenter in Fort

Lauderdale near Atlantic Blvd around midnight and they were lucky enough to experience Walmart

people by themselves in real. Congratulations for calendar editors good job!- Chenquieh
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